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By the Sword Divided V2.0
Rules for wargames in the English Civil War by Mike Elliott

1. Introduction
Several years ago I wrote a set of simple wargames rules for the English Civil War, entitled “By the  
Sword Divided”. This is an updated version based on many years wargaming experience. These 
rules are intended for use with 15mm figures.

2. Representation
One of the most popular rules in recent years has been Phil Barker's DB* series. The DB* series 
used a common basing system of bases 40mm wide. My ECW armies are base for DBR, so to retain 
compatibility, these rules do likewise.

Similarly, the “De Bellis Renationis” rules have two figure representation scales (and corresponding 
ground scales):

Normal Scale
40mm = 50 paces (1/950); 1 foot base = 100 men (in 3 ranks); 1 horse base = 75 men;  
1artillery base = 4 guns

Condensed Scale
20mm = 50 paces (1/1900); 1 foot base = 400 men (in 6 ranks); 1 horse base = 300 men; 
1artillery base = 8 guns

Note: 1 pace = 2.5ft (30”)
Since I have developed a number of scenarios using these scales, it makes sense to stick to them.
Also, since there are two possible ground scales, all distances are given below in paces.

1 turn is about 10 minutes.

3. Turn Sequence
The turn sequence is movement, firing and then melee. All actions are carried out simultaneously by 
both sides.

4. Movement
Many wargames rules have unrealistically slow movement rates compared to the ground scale in 
use. This is often so that an advancing unit will take one or two turns of fire before engaging in hand 
to hand combat.

The following are the maximum move distances (in paces). They are fairly slow (infantry move at 50 
paces / minute) compared to 19th century Kriegsspiel movement rates, but this is reasonable given 
the perceived more sedate nature of 17th century warfare. These movement rates will still feel a lot 
faster than most other wargames!

Move
Foot 500
Horse 750
Light Gun 500
Heavy Gun 300

Light guns are Gallopers, heavy guns are Sakers. Guns heavier than Sakers may not be moved 
during a battle.

Movement uphill, through woods or crossing an obstacle is at half speed. An about-turn or change of  
formation (for example from column to line) takes half a move. Mounting or dismounting also takes 
half a move. Limbering or unlimbering takes a whole move. Dragoons move as horse while mounted. 

Guns may move or load or fire in a turn. They may not move while loaded.
The only formations normally permitted are column and line.  A 1 base wide column is  the only 
formation that can move along a road. Any other formation that is wider than it is deep is a line and a 
formation that is deeper than it is wide is a column.
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A unit  may advance directly ahead, withdraw directly to the rear  at  half  speed or wheel,  or any 
combination of these movements.
 

5. Firing

Range
Muskets 100 paces

Light gun (Galloper) 200 paces

Heavy gun (Saker or heavier) 1800 paces

Up to 2 ranks of foot bases may fire in normal scale.
Only 1 rank of bases may fire in condensed scale.
Roll 1D6 for each base of muskets. A score of 6 is required for a hit.
Note that it is easier (and quicker!) to roll lots of dice at once rather than a few several times.

Roll 1D6 for each gun model, on a score of 6 roll another 1D6 for the number of hits:

1 or 2 - 1 hit
3 or 4 - 2 hits
5 or 6 - 3 hits

For each hit the target unit receives a hit marker.

6. Effect of Cover

Whenever a unit in cover receives a hit from musket or artillery fire, roll 1D6 (+1 if in hard cover). On  
a score of 5 or 6:the unit does not receive a hit marker.

7. Melees
A melee (hand-to-hand fighting) occurs when opposing bases come into contact. Only front rank 
bases may fight, except when muskets shelter under pikes when the pikeman fights rather than the 
musketeer. An overlap of one base is permitted, and is resolved as a two-to-one on the opposing end 
base.

Roll  1D6 for each base with the following modifiers. The opposing unit receives a hit marker if the  
resulting score is more than one pip greater than the score obtained by the opposing base.

+2 Mounted fighting foot
+1 General with unit
+1 Veteran troops
+1 In cover
+1 Two-to-one
-1 For each hit marker on unit
-2 Attacked in flank
-1 Attacked in rear
-1 Raw troops

Gun crews do not fight,  but evade (run away) one move at the same speed as Foot.

Horse cannot attack pikes from the front, nor troops sheltered behind hedges, fences or walls.
A pike base may shelter a musketeer base immediately in front of it. The musketeer base then 
becomes invulnerable to attack by horse.

The winners (the side inflicting most hits) reform where they are and the losers reform 100 paces  
back. A horse unit that wins a melee however needs a score of 4, 5 or 6 on 1D6 to reform (with a 
modifier of +1 if a general is with the unit). If they fail this test then they must continue the melee, the  
losers falling back 100 paces. If the melee is drawn (with equal hits), then both sides reform 100 
paces back.
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8. Rallying
A unit may attempt to remove hit markers. It cannot move or fire while doing so. Roll 2D6, on a score 
8 or more, remove 1 hit marker.
A general can remove from 1 hit marker automatically from a unit he is with.

9. Break Test
A unit that has at least half as many hit markers as it has bases must test to see if it breaks. Roll  
2D6, -1 per hit marker, on a score of 6 or more the unit stands, otherwise the unit breaks and is  
removed from play.
A unit that has one more hit marker than it has bases automatically breaks.
A broken unit that is contacted by an enemy will surrender.

10. Council of Warre
Orders for each unit must be written for each unit at the start  of  the game. This represents the 
Council of Warre. The orders for each unit must contain the following:

· Where to form up in the line of battle (for example, "on the extreme left flank" or "to the 
right of the red unit of foote")

· Attack, Advance or Hold. If  Advance orders are given then a route to follow must be 
given. Attack orders allow the unit to charge and engage in melee. Advance orders do 
not allow the unit to charge (it must rather engage in musketry). Hold orders do not allow 
the unit to move.

· What to change orders to if a battle signal is given.

Once the battle has started, an individual unit's orders can only be changed by either a battle signal 
(such as firing a gun) which all units will respond to, or by a general moving to the unit and personally 
taking charge with a "Follow me!" order. A unit with a "Follow me!" order may do what the general  
wishes as long as he remains with the unit. If the general is killed or moves away from the unit then  
its orders revert to the original orders given to it.


